
Highly Profitable Juice Bar Business for Sale Hobart TAS

For Sale
Location: Hobart
Asking: $199,000
Type: Retail-Food Other

Contact:
Dru Morgan
or 1300 577 297

aubizbuysell.com.au/121225

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 21558

Highly Profitable Juice Bar - $90,948 Profit To Non-
Working Owner 2023
We are excited to present a unique opportunity to purchase a fast-growing, highly profitable juice bar
located in a prime site in a bustling Shopping Centre. This business boasts an impressive annual sale of
$257,973 and generated a solid profit of $90,948 for a Non-Working Owner in FY 2023.

With its rapid growth trend, this established business has captured a significant customer base and
offers a substantial return on investment. This juice bar caters to a large customer base in a high-foot-
traffic location.
One of its core strengths is that the business operation is under management. This means that a robust
team is already in place, capable of running the day-to-day with a smooth operational system,
requiring minimal owner involvement.

The location within one of Hobart's largest Shopping Centres guarantees a high footfall of potential
customers. This, along with its reputation for excellent, refreshing products, makes the business the
preferred choice for shoppers within the Centre and beyond.
Key business features: Fast-growing business with a large loyal customer base. Substantial annual
sales and high profitability. A competent team and robust operational system. Strategically positioned
in a busy shopping centre.

If you're looking for an established, highly profitable business venture with an advantageous location
and a fast-growing trajectory, this juice bar for sale could be your perfect match. Don't miss this
opportunity to invest in and reap the rewards of this thriving business.

For a full Information Memorandum, copy and paste this link to complete the confidentiality agreement
- https://forms.gle/tr6AmhV8YGtQ4VJ87

Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/121225
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